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Commissioner hands down rulings at Cornwall Public Inquiry 
 
(Cornwall, ON) Today, Justice G. Normand Glaude, Commissioner of the Cornwall Public Inquiry, 
ruled on a number of preliminary issues concerning the Inquiry’s mandate. 
 
One issue involves the Diocese of Alexandria-Cornwall which has responded to suggestions from 
other parties that it should be considered a public institution for the purposes of the Inquiry. On that 
issue, Commissioner Glaude found the Diocese of Alexandria-Cornwall to be a "public institution" for 
the purposes of the Inquiry.  In his ruling, the Commissioner indicated that he must interpret his 
mandate as broadly as possible to ensure the fulfillment of Inquiry’s mandate.  
 
The Commissioner explained that there is no doubt that the Diocese is an "institution," and that it has a 
sufficiently public character to qualify as a "public institution", in accordance with the language of the 
Order in Council.  In making this determination, some of the things he considered were the objectives 
of the Diocese, such as providing assistance to the poor, strengthening and promoting education, 
promoting community values, and the elimination of disease and sickness, and how it pursues these 
objectives.  
 
As a public institution, the response of the Diocese to allegations of historic abuse can be examined. In 
addition, recommendations may be made for the way the Diocese, together with other public 
institutions, can - and should - respond to such allegations in the future. 
 
A second issue - a motion, brought forth by Guiseppe Cipriano, a lawyer for Rev. Charles MacDonald 
- asks the Commission to prohibit victims from testifying about allegations of abuse during the 
Inquiry’s hearings. The Commissioner ruled against that motion, noting it is critical to the fulfillment 
of the mandate that alleged victims be allowed to testify. 
 
 Following his rulings, Commissioner Glaude explained the ways in which the Inquiry will move 
forward over the course of the next several months. 
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